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PREFACE

The impetus for Treatment of Acute Leukemias: New Directions for Clinical Research came from many conversa-
tions with colleagues and from my years of patient care experience at St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital in
Memphis, TN. The message was clear—too often we rely on discoveries in the laboratory to drive the next wave of
treatment advances when, in fact, substantial progress can be made by identifying and discussing pivotal issues that
might be resolved through better application of current methods of leukemia management. Although evolving insights
from molecular biology studies are certain to translate into improved therapies directed at specific and unique targets,
we still need to care for patients who cannot wait for these developments.  Thus, I invited pairs of international experts
to address 21 topics that continue to challenge clinical researchers who treat leukemia. These authors were asked to
provide expert commentary in lieu of exhaustive descriptions of published studies. My hope is that these dual points
of view have achieved a broad and balanced perspective on each topic.

A book of this type almost always contains some redundancies because of the need for completeness within single
chapters, and the leukemia-related terminology tends to vary among subdisciplines and even among research groups.
Nonetheless, I feel confident that such flaws have not detracted from the overall aim of the book, which was to compile
the major debates that surround leukemia therapy at the beginning of the new millennium.

Part I focuses on the advantages and disadvantages of extant leukemia classification systems and the need for a single
international system that incorporates the best features of each. Both chapters recognize the overriding importance of
genetic risk factors, especially those that directly influence response to therapy, and devote considerable attention to
how these emerging factors can be used to guide treatment selection and predict clinical outcome. Owing to the
continuing rapid advances in technology and the development of more robust methods of microarray analysis, con-
ventional immunophenotyping and genotyping may soon be replaced by gene expression profiling.

Part II, Chemotherapeutic Strategies, is the heart of the book and covers accepted and experimental treatments of
the main forms of acute leukemia in children and adults. We learn in Chapters 3 and 4 that although acute lymphoblastic
leukemia (ALL) in infants constitutes only 3% of childhood ALL cases, infant ALL warrants special consideration
because of its unique constellation of features and resistance to standard therapy. Both authors agree that there is a need
for “hybrid” treatment regimens for this leukemia variant and for greater international cooperation in evaluating such
regimens in controlled clinical trials.

Three of every four cases of childhood acute leukemia are ALL; hence, this subtype is the focus of intense inves-
tigation by many independent research centers and cooperative study groups. Chapter 5 identifies six specific areas
of controversy in the treatment of childhood ALL, including the relevance of residual disease measurements and the
indications for stem cell transplantation during first complete remission. Chapter 6 adds alternative points of view to
each of these debates and includes a final section on the true definition of treatment success, that is, whether a successful
outcome should be defined solely on the basis of the long-held gold standard, event-free survival, or should include
measures of quality-adjusted overall survival.

Adolescents and young adults are often treated arbitrarily on pediatric or adult protocols of chemotherapy, a fact
that leads to diverse outcomes in these specific age groups. Chapters 7 and 8 argue convincingly that ALL cases in
adolescents and young adults have a similar biology and tolerance to therapy, mandating more intensive chemotherapy
than would generally be administered to older adult patients, as well as independent evaluation in multicenter clinical
trials. In contrast to the high cure rates typically seen in childhood ALL, fewer than half of the adults with this disease
achieve prolonged leukemia-free survival; this finding is mainly attributed to an increased frequency of the Philadel-
phia chromosome, a multidrug-resistance phenotype, and poor tolerance to therapy. As pointed out in Chapters 9 and
10, most of the controversial issues in adult ALL remain unresolved because of the lack of prospective, randomized
multicenter trials. Nevertheless, the authors identify several promising strategies, such as wider use of high-dose
cytarabine and stem cell transplantation, together with close monitoring of residual leukemia, which may lead to a
better outcome in this historically poor prognostic group.

A decrease in the rate of central nervous system (CNS) relapse to 2% or lower in many recent studies has raised
new questions about the CNS-directed treatment of childhood ALL, as adroitly outlined in Chapters 11 and 12. Most
important, perhaps, is whether patients can be spared the hazards associated with cranial irradiation. The consensus
opinion of these authors is that radiation-free treatments can be substituted in the vast majority of all newly
diagnosed cases.

Chapters 13 and 14 focus exclusively on the challenges posed by the clinical management of relapsed ALL. The most
urgent need, by far, is to identify methods that distinguish the subgroups that are likely to benefit from stem cell



transplantation from those who might be cured by intensive chemotherapy alone. The authors carefully evaluate
numerous guidelines thought to be useful in this regard and suggest future directions, such as routine monitoring for
residual leukemia, to discriminate among patients with a good, intermediate, or poor prognosis.

Mature B-cell ALL warrants separate coverage because of its distinctive features at diagnosis and unique treatment
requirements. Despite the excellent cure rates achieved with high doses of cyclophosphamide, cytarabine, and meth-
otrexate, for example, outstanding questions remain regarding the need for additional cytotoxic drugs, the optimal
approach to CNS-directed therapy, and the role of supportive-care treatment such as uricolytic agents. Chapters 15 and
16 provide a critical analysis of these and other issues and remind us that the current therapy for B-cell ALL is both
difficult to administer and highly toxic, justifying the efforts to devise new therapeutic strategies.

Although acute myeloid leukemia (AML) accounts for only 20% of cases of acute leukemia among children, it
produces a disproportionate share of the leukemia-related mortality. Thus, the primary issue in the treatment of this
disease concerns approaches that might improve historically inferior results. Chapters 17 and 18 evaluate strategies
that hold the promise of optimizing available therapies, such as extending allogeneic stem cell transplantation to
patients whose disease is not likely to respond to standard regimens of chemotherapy. These chapters also describe new
directions that would avoid the excessive toxicity associated with many current protocols, including substitution of
molecularly targeted agents. The even higher rates of relapse and death in cases of adult AML dictate innovative
revisions of contemporary treatments. Chapters 19 and 20 call attention to the promising results of autologous and
allogeneic stem cell transplantation in selected groups of patients, of antibody-based therapy, and of nonmyeloablative
allogeneic transplantation in older patients with AML. Finally, Chapters 21 and 22 consider the unusual case of acute
promyelocytic leukemia (APL). This AML subtype is exquisitely sensitive to all-trans retinoic acid, which induces
benign differentiation of APL, and to arsenic compounds, which induce both apoptosis and differentiation. Retinoic
acid-arsenic treatment of APL serves as a paradigm for the development of molecularly targeted therapy in acute
leukemia and warrants the close scrutiny paid by these authors to mechanisms of drug action and optimal combinations
of these agents within the context of standard APL treatment.

Only one in five children with acute leukemia who lives in underprivileged countries has access to adequate
treatment, resulting in a long-term survival probability of less than 30% in these children. This sobering fact reminds
us of the difficulty of translating therapeutic advances into protocols that benefit children worldwide. Chapters 23 and
24 describe how small but steady and consistent steps can be taken to remedy this situation and bring about dramatic
change. The authors cite the successes gained by greater cooperation (“twinning”) between pediatric centers in
developing countries and those in developed countries and by stronger relationships between the medical staff mem-
bers of hospitals in developing countries and their patients (“therapeutic alliances”). One remaining challenge is to
define minimal treatments that will secure reasonable leukemia-free survival rates in nations with limited resources.

Part III examines the premise that many antileukemic drugs have unexploited potentials that could be harnessed to
improve treatment outcome. Chapters 25 and 26 address issues that continue to impede optimal use of methotrexate.
What are the most effective doses of “high-dose” methotrexate against specific cell lineages and genetic subtypes of
ALL? What are the situations in which low doses of this drug are more effective than high doses? What are the clinically
relevant mechanisms underlying resistance to methotrexate, and how can they be neutralized?

Although a mainstay of ALL therapy for over 20 years, L-asparaginase administration still has limitations, including
the development of allergy, rapid clearance, induction of cellular resistance, and dose-limiting toxicity. Suggestions
are made in Chapters 27 and 28 as to how these obstacles might be overcome. Particular emphasis is placed on the
advantages of dose adaptations in individual patients, based on careful monitoring of pharmacologic end points. The
drug 6-mercaptopurine and its analog 6-thioguanine have been used productively in so-called continuation therapy for
nearly a half century, yet many questions remain concerning the optimal manner in which to incorporate these agents
into multiagent protocols. As pointed out in Chapters 29 and 30, the results of pharmacogenetic studies can guide the
optimal use of this class of agents.

The roles of etoposide and teniposide in acute leukemia therapy are highly controversial. Chapters 31 and 32 cast
some doubt on the clinical utility of these compounds, citing their tendency to induce secondary AML and the lack of
randomized trials to demonstrate that either epipodophyllotoxin can significantly improve outcome.  The authors
nonetheless identify the patients who appear to benefit most from these agents, as well as the drug dosages and
schedules linked to acceptable levels of toxicity.

With the increasing range of donors and stem cell sources available to transplant specialists, one can look forward
to wider use of hematopoietic stem cell transplantation in the treatment of acute leukemias. Thus, it is important to
define the subgroups of patients for whom transplantation (but not chemotherapy alone) will provide a high likelihood
of cure. Chapters 33 and 34 in Part IV offer expert opinions on this topic and on methods that can increase the efficacy
and reduce the complications of this procedure.

Part V, Biologic Treatments, describes both the use of cytokines to rescue depleted bone marrow reserves and the
administration of monoclonal antibodies, immunotoxins, donor lymphocytes, and activated T cells as antileukemic
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therapy. In principle, treatment with the myeloid colony-stimulating factors G-CSF and GM-CSF could shorten the
duration of neutropenia after intensive chemotherapy, leading to better protocol compliance and, possibly, to improve-
ments in the long-term survival rates. However, as noted by the authors of Chapters 35 and 36, the results of clinical
trials have not always supported this expectation, indicating limited applications of these growth factors in supportive
care. There is much enthusiasm about the prospect of improving cure rates in acute leukemia through the use of
immunotherapy. Chapters 37 and 38 critique recent studies of infusions of donor lymphocytes to enhance the graft-
versus-leukemia effect of allogeneic transplantation, preliminary trials of antibody-based treatments, and experiments
with activated syngeneic T cells in murine models.

Part VI takes a closer look at the assumption that a more complete understanding of drug resistance will lead to more
effective treatments. All too often, it seems that cancer cells possess the ability to circumvent even the cleverest
schemes of bypassing drug resistance. As discussed in Chapters 39 and 40, this conundrum results from the multifac-
torial nature of drug resistance and dictates a new focus on strategies that employ multiple agents to target specific
pathways of growth, survival, and resistance. The direct corollary of drug resistance is minimal residual disease, whose
clinical significance has been a topic of great interest and debate for at least 20 years. Thus, Part VII weighs the
available evidence on the detection and monitoring of minimal residual disease and offers advice on the strategies that
are best suited for use in the clinic.

The publication of this book would not have been possible without the generous support of St. Jude Children’s
Research Hospital, the American Lebanese Syrian Associated Charities (ALSAC), the American Cancer Society, and
the National Cancer Institute (Cancer Center Support grant CA-21765). Special thanks are owed the authors, whose
clinical perspectives will undoubtedly stimulate new interest in many long-standing issues. I dedicate this book to my
parents and to all of the patients that I have been privileged to care for over the years.

Chin-Hon Pui, MD

PREFACE VII
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1. INTRODUCTION
A useful classification of acute leukemia must be repro-

ducible, must impart understanding of leukemogenesis and
clinical behavior, and (most importantly) be clinically rel-
evant, which makes such a classification indispensable for
designing and comparing clinical trials. Classification sys-
tems by their very nature may influence the design of treat-
ment regimens and may even bias investigations of
leukemogenesis. The discovery over 30 years ago that the
acute lymphoid and acute myeloid leukemias differed in their
responses to chemotherapeutic agents set the stage for the
development of clinically useful classifications. The first of
these was based on the morphologic features of leukemic
blasts, with different groups of hematologists establishing
their own terminology and diagnostic criteria. This lack of
uniform nomenclature and hence comparable classifications
posed a major obstacle to rapid progress in the treatment and
understanding of leukemia pathobiology.

The first internationally accepted classification of acute
leukemia was proposed in 1976 by the French–American–Brit-
ish (FAB) Cooperative Group (1). The initial FAB classification
was based solely on morphologic criteria that were subsequently
refined in 1981 and 1985 (2–4). Unfortunately, the revisions

largely ignored exciting immunologic and cytogenetic discover-
ies that were contributing to an improved understanding and
better treatment designs in acute leukemia. The morphologic,
immunologic, and cytogenetic (MIC) classification, introduced
in 1988, was the first to recognize the usefulness of cytogenetics
for identifying subgroups of acute leukemia (5,6). The MIC
system recognized additional subgroups of acute leukemia not
discernible in the FAB classification. Modifications of the
FAB classification were also recommended by a National Can-
cer Institute-sponsored workshop in 1990 (7).

Treatment of pediatric leukemia is one of the great successes
of modern cancer therapy. Much of the success can be attrib-
uted to the recognition of important patient risk factors and the
design of effective therapy for patients at high risk of treatment
failure (8). Although they are still important, older risk factors
based on a patient’s physical manifestations or hematologic
and biochemical testing have been largely replaced by biologic
features of the leukemic cell. Present risk assignments depend
heavily on combined morphologic, immunologic, cytogenetic,
and (more recently) molecular genetic studies. The recently
introduced World Health Organization (WHO) classification
takes into account morphologic and immunologic features plus
well-studied, common nonrandom chromosomal abnormali-
ties that clearly influence the laboratory and clinical features of
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acute leukemia (9). No doubt current and future gene profiling
studies and in-depth studies of gene function, together with a
better understanding of host factors and responses to pharma-
cologic agents, will result in more functionally useful classifi-
cations. To paraphrase an old cliché, revised classifications of
acute leukemia are almost as certain as new taxes and death.
This chapter does not attempt to reiterate the laboratory, bio-
logic, and clinical features of every recognizable type of acute
leukemia, as these are available from other sources (10–12),
including the preceding chapter in this book, rather, it seeks to
highlight the major advances, limitations, and controversies of
past and current classifications.

2. DEFINITIONS OF ACUTE LEUKEMIA
Examination of the bone marrow is required by FAB criteria

to make a diagnosis of acute leukemia. Thus, acute leukemia is
established when at least 30% of the total nonerythroid cells in
the marrow are blasts or have features of acute promyelocytic
leukemia (3). However, examples of leukemia are encountered
in which the blasts comprise >30% of the leukocytes in periph-
eral blood but less than that in bone marrow. Others recom-
mend that the diagnosis of acute leukemia be accepted when the
blast percentage in the peripheral blood of bone marrow is
>30% (13). The WHO classification uses >20% blasts in the
marrow or peripheral blood as a diagnostic criterion (9).

The definition of a “blast” would appear to be straightfor-
ward, but this is often difficult to apply in practice. The FAB
group recognized three types of leukemic blasts: lymphoblast,
a cell with a high nuclear/cytoplasmic (N/C) ratio, indistinct-
to-prominent nucleoli, and the absence of detectable
myeloperoxidase by cytochemical staining; type I myeloblast,
an agranular cell with a high N/C ratio, uncondensed chroma-
tin, and prominent nucleoli; and type II blast, a cell with type
I myeloblast features but containing a few azurophilc granules
(3). With the intention of improving interobserver agreement,
the 1990 National Cancer Institute Workshop recommended
additional leukemic cell types for defining myeloblastic leuke-
mia (7). These included type III myeloblasts, which contained
more granules than type II myeloblasts, promyelocytes of acute
promyelocytic leukemia, monoblasts and promonocytes of
monocytic leukemias, and megakaryoblasts of acute
megakaryoblastic leukemia. While these proposals appear to
be useful, agreement among observers as to what constitutes a
leukemic blast in a given bone marrow specimen often remains
an unspoken problem.

The term acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is univer-
sally accepted and conveys a clear understanding of the type of
leukemia being considered. However, the designation acute
myeloid leukemia (AML) can be confusing to those outside the
hematology–oncology community and sometimes to those
within the community. Acute myeloid leukemia, in the strictest
sense, refers to malignancies of myelocytic or granulocytic
origin. However, in the FAB classification and common usage,
this term is applied to leukemias of myeloid, monocytic, eryth-
roid, or megakaryocytic origin. Acute nonlymphoid leukemia,
a poor substitute for describing all leukemias not of lymphoid
lineage, lost favor with hematologists but still creeps into books
and journal articles (7).

3. FAB CLASSIFICATION:
ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND LIMITATIONS
In 1976, the first FAB Cooperative Group proposal recog-

nized three major hematologic malignancies—acute lympho-
blastic leukemia (ALL), acute myeloid leukemia (AML), and
myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS)—and proposed subgroups
within each of these malignant processes (1). The expectation of
the FAB group was that improved uniformity of classification
would lead to the identification of clinically relevant subtypes.
The lymphoblastic leukemias were divided into three subtypes
based on the cytologic features of the leukemic blasts. Initial
studies showed that the ALL-L3 subtype was associated with a
mature B-phenotype and the t(8;14) chromosomal translocation;
however, no similar correlation or reproducible clinical outcomes
could be attributed to the L1 and L2 subtypes. Hence, the FAB
group revised their classification of ALL in 1981 (2). Subsequent
multivariant analysis of clinical studies showed no additional
prognostic information beyond that obtained from leukocyte
count, age, race, and karyotype ploidy (14). No sooner had the
revised FAB classification been proposed than immunologic
investigations of ALL showed the importance of differentiating
B- from T-lineage ALL and recognizing expression of the com-
mon ALL antigen (CALLA) (14–18). The introduction of mono-
clonal antibody technology led to the development of reagents
that opened an era of extensive investigation producing newer
and better classifications of ALL based on cell lineage and dif-
ferentiation rather than morphology alone.

Electron microscopic investigations and rudimentary
immunophenotyping studies of the 1970s and early 1980s were
not lost on the authors of the FAB classification. By 1985, the
FAB group had revised their AML classification and proposed
a new AML subtype, acute megakaryoblastic leukemia (AML
M7) (4). Morphologic and numerical criteria for AML and MDS
subgroups were revised in response to criticisms of the original
1976 proposal, and several years later, criteria were proposed
for diagnosing myeloperoxidase-negative myeloid leukemia
(AML M0) (19). The FAB group offered no revision of their
earlier classifications of lymphoblastic leukemia; indeed,
investigators using immunophenotyping were busy proposing
new classifications of ALL based on lineage and stage of lym-
phocyte differentiation. The descriptions of nonrandom cyto-
genetic abnormalities associated with distinct subgroups of
acute leukemia were just making their way to press and thus
were not incorporated in the revised FAB classification. The
revised classification of AML was not without its critics. Prob-
lems identified with the revisions included definitions of what
constitutes a leukemic blast, the distinction between acute leu-
kemia and myelodysplastic syndrome based on blast numbers,
the use of lysozyme determinations for separating some cases
of myeloid from monocytic leukemias, and, importantly, the
lack of studies to substantiate that the revisions were clinically
useful (20). As discussed later, similar criticisms apply in part
to the recently proposed WHO classification.

The FAB classification can be credited with providing the
first uniform approach to the classification of acute leukemias,
with resultant improvement in separations of ALL, AML, and
MDS. More important, this classification facilitated compari-
sons among treatment protocols by better defining the fre-
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quency and types of leukemias among patients entered on these
protocols. Indeed, AML treatment protocols of several coop-
erative study groups currently incorporate the FAB classifica-
tion for purposes of patient stratification. Even the findings of
current immunologic, cytogenetic, and molecular studies of
acute leukemias are frequently put into prospective according
to the FAB subtypes studied. However, the limitations of the
FAB classification are now obvious. First, the reproducibility
of the morphologic separation of the different AML subtypes
in various studies ranges from 60 to 90%. Second, immuno-
logic and genetic investigations of the past decade have iden-
tified leukemic subtypes not discernible by FAB criteria. Third,
FAB criteria for separating MDS from AML are not practical
and easily reproducible. Fourth, the FAB classification does
not identify patients whose leukemias arise out of a background
of MDS and thus may relegate patients to less-than-optimal
treatment approaches.

4. MIC COOPERATIVE GROUP
CLASSIFICATION OF ACUTE LEUKEMIA
In 1986, the First MIC Cooperative Study Group published

its morphologic, immunologic, and cytogenetic criteria for the
classification of ALL (5). Shortly thereafter the second work-
shop of the MIC group was held to promote similar criteria for
the classification of AML (6). The publications of both work-
shops built on morphologic criteria of the 1985 revised FAB
classification. The recommendations of the workshops in-

cluded retention of the FAB criteria for ALL and AML sub-
groups L1–L3 and M1–M7, respectively, with no major
changes except for recognition of an M2 Baso subgroup. This
subtype was applied to M2 leukemias that had evidence of
basophilic granules in blast cells and maturing granulocytes.
The MIC group also proposed panels of antibodies to B-, T-,
erythroid-, megakaryocytic-, and myeloid lineage-associated
antigens and immunologic techniques to be used in studying
acute leukemias. The second MIC workshop was the first to
recommend that bilineage and biphenotypic leukemias be clas-
sified as unique categories and stated the importance of recog-
nizing these subtypes in therapeutic trials to establish their
laboratory features and clinical significance.

The major emphasis of these workshops was recognition of
the increasingly important role played by cytogenetics in the
characterization of leukemia. The MIC classification proposed
six subtypes of ALL and 10 subtypes of AML that are charac-
terized by unique morphologic, immunologic, and cytogenetic
features (Table 1) (5,6). Another 10 karyotypic AML groups
(+8, –7, 7q–, 5q–, –Y, +21, 9q–, 17q, 20q–, and +22) without
specific morphologic or immunophenotype associations were
also proposed. In comparison with the revised FAB classifica-
tion, the MIC classification was insightful in recognizing the
important role that cytogenetics would play in the treatment of
acute leukemias. On the downside, the MIC classification was
applicable to only 50% of patients with AML. Unfortunately,
one-half of patients with AML would not have a karyotypic

Table 1
Morphologic, Immunologic, and Cytogenetic (MIC) Classification of Acute Leukemiaa

Immunologic markers

MIC group  FAB CD2 CD7 CD10 CD19 TdT cIg cIg Karyotype

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL)

Early B-precursor ALL L1, L2 – + + + – – t(4;11); t(9;22)
Common ALL L1, L2 – + + + – – 6q–; near-haploid;

   del(12p), or t(9;22)
Pre-B ALL L1 – + + + + – t(1;19), t(9;22)
B-cell ALL L3 – +/–  + – – – t(8;14); t(2;8); t(8;22)
Early T-precursor ALL L1, L2 + + – + t/del(9p)
T-cell ALL L1, L2 + + – + 6q–

Immunologic markers

MIC group FAB CD7 CD19 CD13 CD33 GPA CD41 Karyotype

Acute myeloid leukemia (AML)

M2/t(8;21) M2 – – + + – – t(8;21)(q22;q22)
M3/t(15;17) M3,M3v – – + + – – t(15;17)(q22;q12)
M5a/del(11q23) M5a (M5b,M4) – – + + – – t/del(11)(q23)
M4Eo/inv(16) M4Eo – – + + – – del/inv(16)(q23)
M1/t(9;22) M1 (M2) – – + + – – t(9;22)(q34;q11)
M2/t(6;9) M2 or M4 – – + + – – t(6;9)(p21-22;q34)

   with basophilia
M1/inv(3) M1 (M2, M4, M7) – – + + – – inv(3)(q21q26)

   with thrombocytosis
M5b/t(8;16) M5b with – – + + – – t(8;16)(p11;p13)

   phagocytosis
M2 Baso/t(12p) M2 with basophilia – – + + – – t/del(12)(p11-13)
M4/+4  M4 (M2) – – + + – – +4

+, positive; –, negative; no symbol, not specified by MIC workshop.
Abbreviations: FAB, French–American–British Classification; TdT, terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase; GPA, glycophorin A.
a Data from refs. 5 and 6.
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change recognized by the MIC classification. The MIC Coop-
erative Group did not test their classification before its publi-
cation. Instead, they recommended that cooperative groups
investigate the relationship of specific chromosomal abnor-
malities to laboratory features and treatment response. It would
take another 15 yr before the next morphologic, immunologic,
and cytogenetic classification of acute leukemias would be
proposed. Despite the insight it provided into the potential clini-
cal significance of chromosomal abnormalities in AML, the
MIC classification was not incorporated into cooperative group
studies of acute leukemia in the United States.

5. IMMUNOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS
AND CLASSIFICATION OF ACUTE LEUKEMIA

5.1. Lymphoblastic Leukemia
Immunologic studies or immunophenotyping of acute

leukemia serve several purposes. Primary among these is to
establish or confirm the lineage of a leukemic process. Multi-
parameter flow cytometric immunophenotyping is also useful
for distinguishing acute leukemia from benign proliferations,
such as virus-associated lymphoid proliferation or lymphoid
regenerative processes following chemotherapy. The immuno-
logic features of a leukemic process may provide prognostic
information. As discussed below, expression of CALLA (or
CD10) by T-ALL is associated with an improved clinical out-
come. Lastly, immunophenotyping is a quick and sensitive
technique for detecting small numbers of leukemic blasts in
extramedullary sites or in the marrow and blood following treat-
ment (minimal residual disease).

The first immunologic classifications of acute leukemia
separated lymphoblastic from myeloblastic lineages and rec-
ognized B- and T-lineage ALL subtypes. The first indication
that the stage of leukemic cell differentiation might have prog-
nostic significance came from studies of pediatric B-lineage
ALL (14,16–18). Subsequent immunologic classifications of
ALL followed the development of monoclonal antibodies to
cell lineage-associated and differentiation antigens. The pro-
duction of clinically friendly flow cytometers with multipa-
rameter analysis software complemented the availability of
leukocyte monoclonal antibodies. With these new leukocyte
reagents and flow cytometers, stages of leukocyte differentia-
tion were delineated in ways not possible with the light micro-
scope. These advances were used to develop new and more
useful classifications of leukemias. Indeed, contemporary clas-

sifications of ALL correspond to normal stages of  B- and T-
cell maturation (Table 2) (21).

Early clinical investigations suggested that the stage of leu-
kemic cell differentiation correlated with response to treatment.
For example, early studies of childhood B-lineage ALL showed
a poorer treatment outcome for pre-B-ALL compared with early
pre-B-ALL (22). Subsequent combined immunophenotype and
cytogenetic findings showed that this difference in outcome was
due to a chromosomal t(1;19)(q23;p13) translocation that is
exclusively associated with pre-B-ALL (23,24). More intensive
therapy of pre-B-ALL with the t(1;19) translocation now results
in treatment outcomes approaching that of early pre-
B-ALL. In another example, expression of CALLA (or CD10)
was associated with good responses to treatment. However, sub-
sequent cytogenetic findings and improved chemotherapy treat-
ments mitigated the independent prognostic importance of
CD10 expression in B-lineage ALL. Clinical studies show that
the leukemic cells of most patients with CD10-negative B-lin-
eage ALL have a rearrangement of the MLL gene due in some
cases to a t(4;11)(p22;q23) translocation (Table 3), a frequent
chromosomal abnormality of ALL in patients younger than
12 mo of age. Subsequent studies revealed that chromosome
11q23 translocations, in particular t(4;11), are strong predictors
of a poor treatment response that override the predictive impor-
tance of CD10 expression (25). Other reports suggest that the
intensity of CD45 expression is correlated with a leukemic cell
hyperdiploid karyotype (26,27). Associations of leukemic blast
expression of other antigens with clinical behavior have not
been confirmed by rigorous studies that carefully evaluated the
influence of cytogenetic or molecular genetic abnormalities.
Immunophenotyping studies have revealed characteristic
antigen expression profiles that point to chromosomal abnor-
malities with prognostic significance but not with the accu-
racy of cytogenetic or molecular techniques (Table 3). In
general, chromosomal abnormalities have largely nullified
the usefulness of dividing B-lineage ALL into subgroups
based on immunophenotype.

The value of recognizing subtypes of T-ALL by immuno-
phenotyping is more controversial. Similar to B-lineage ALL,
T-ALL has been divided into subgroups corresponding to
phases of normal T-cell maturation (Table 2) (21). However,
attempts to identify immunophenotypic subtypes of T-ALL
with prognostic significance have been largely unsuccessful.
Previous studies in which T-ALL was classified as early (CD7+,

Table 3
Correlation of Cytogenetic Abnormalities with Leukocyte Antigen Expression Profiles

Karyotype Genes involved Leukemia subtype Leukocyte antigen profile

t(4:11)(q21;q23) AF4, MLL Early pre-B-ALL CD45+/CD34+/CD19+/CD24– or wk/CD10– or wk/CD15+
t(12;21)(p12;q22) TEL, AML1 Early pre-B- or pre-B-ALL CD45+/CD34±/CD19+/CD24+/CD10+/CD9– or wk/CD13±/CD33±
t(1;19)(q23;p13) PBX1, E2A Pre-B-ALL CD45+/CD34–/CD19+/CD24+/CD10+/CD15+/cyIgµ+/sIgµ±
t(9;22)(q34;q11) ABL, BCR Early pre-B- or pre-B-ALL CD45+/CD34±/CD10+/CD24+/CD9+/CD13±/CD33±
t(8;21)(q22;q22) ETO, AML1 AML-M2 (some M1 or M4) CD45+/CD34+/HLA-DR+/CD19+/CD13 wk+/CD33 wk+/CD56±
t(15;17)(q22;q11) PML, RARα AML-M3 (rare M1 or M2) CD45+/CD34–/HLA-DR–/CD19–/CD2±/CD13+/CD33+
t(11;17)(q23:q11) PLZF, RARα AML-M3-like CD45+/CD34–/HLA-DR–/CD19–/CD2±/CD13+/CD33+
inv(16)(p13q22) MYH11, CBFβ AML-M4Eo (some M2) CD45+/CD34+/HLA-DR+/CD19–/CD2+/CD13+/CD33+/CD14±

Abbreviations: cy, cytoplasmic; s, surface; wk, weak.
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cytoplasmic CD3+, surface CD3–, CD4–, CD8–, and CD1–),
mid or common (CD7+, cytoplasmic CD3+, surface CD3– or
weak, CD4+, CD8+, CD1+), or late (surface CD3+, CD1–, CD4+
or CD8+) found that up to 25% of T-ALL cases have antigenic
profiles that do not easily fit into a thymic stage of maturation.
Furthermore, classifications based on normal T-cell differentia-
tion are largely unsuccessful for predicting response to treat-
ment. Similarly, the prognostic significance of individual antigen
expressions by T-ALL blasts, such as CD3, CD2, CD5, and
CD34, varies among several large clinical studies (28–39). The
disparities may be caused by differences in immunophenotyping
methodologies and interpretations or differences in treatment.
Multivariant analyses of patients with T-ALL at St. Jude
Children’s Research Hospital and the Pediatric Oncology Group
concur that older age and lack of CD10 expression are indepen-
dently associated with a poor clinical outcome
(28–30). In contrast to B-lineage ALL, characteristic antigen
expression profiles in T-ALL are not associated with chromo-
somal abnormalities (28). As discussed later, gene-expression
profiling may point to unique antigenic expressions resulting
from genetic abnormalities of leukemic T cells.

5.2. Acute Myeloid Leukemia
Immunophenotyping studies of AML are hampered by the

relative lack of monoclonal antibodies to lineage-specific anti-
gens. Additionally, antigen expression profiles of AML only
partially correlate with stages of normal marrow myeloid, mono-
cytic, or megakaryocytic differentiation (40–43). The relatively
poor correlation is largely owing to asynchronous antigen
expression or differences in antigen intensity (intralineage infi-
delity) with leukemic cell differentiation. Similar to lympho-
blastic leukemias, aberrant lymphoid-associated antigen
expression (interlineage infidelity)  is relatively common and
often characteristic of certain cytogenetic abnormalities
(Table 3). Older studies based on single-parameter immuno-
phenotyping were inadequate for matching leukemic cell anti-
gen expression with FAB AML subgroups (44,45). However,
multiparameter flow cytometric analysis may be more accurate
than classic morphologic and cytochemical studies in identify-
ing the lineage(s) involved in a case of AML (46–52). With this
approach, leukemic cells can be discriminated from normal
hematopoietic cells. Light scatter and CD45 intensity expression
can be combined to recognize characteristic patterns that corre-
spond to the FAB AML subtypes. For most practical purposes
the primary value of immunophenotyping in AML is to identify
megakaryoblastic leukemia and AML subtypes that do not pro-
duce enzymatically active myeloperoxidase (AML M0).
Although several large studies of adult and pediatric AML do not
show any predictive value of the expression of individual leuko-
cyte antigens, this issue continues to be debated (52–54). Expres-
sion of CD7, high levels of CD34, or multidrug-resistant antigens,
such as p180, may correlate with poor clinical outcomes in adult
patients with AML, but such observations have not been used in
planning patient treatment (55–59).

5.3. Acute Leukemia with Aberrant Antigen Expression
Current evidence strongly supports the concept that leuke-

mia represents the clonal expansion of a single transformed cell
and that most leukemic processes mirror stages of normal leu-

kocyte differentiation. Nonetheless, previous immunologic and
molecular studies show that some acute leukemias can display
features of one or more hematopoietic lineages (lineage infi-
delity). Acute leukemias whose blasts simultaneously show
characteristics of more than one lineage (e.g., lymphoid plus
myeloid) have been termed acute mixed lineage, hybrid, chi-
meric, or biphenotypic leukemia (60–65). These leukemias
should not be confused with the rare cases comprising two or
more phenotypic but not necessarily genotypic lineages, vari-
ously termed biclonal, bilineal, or oligoclonal leukemia. The
leukemias with mixed lineage, hybrid, or biphenotypic features
can be defined by morphologic, cytochemical, ultrastructural,
and molecular studies, but in most instances they are identified
by immunologic studies.

Investigations of the past decade support the concept of two
broad categories of acute leukemias with disparate expres-
sions of lineage-associated features. Acute leukemias in the
most common category have distinct immunologic, genotypic,
and clinical features characteristic of a strong commitment to
a single lineage but with one or several aberrant features of
another lineage. These include ALL-expressing myeloid-
associated antigens (My+ALL) and AML with lymphoid-
associated antigen expression (Ly+AML). The second cat-
egory of leukemias displays a mixture of genotypic and anti-
genic features that make it unclear whether the leukemic blasts
are committed to a single lineage of differentiation (i.e., true
mixed, hybrid, or biphenotypic leukemias). Recognition of
these two categories is clearly a useful advance in leukemia
classification, but confusion remains as to their diagnostic
criteria, nomenclature, optimal treatment, and prognostic sig-
nificance. This lack of agreement can be attributed to inconsis-
tencies among studies of these unusual cases, including the
patient population studied (pediatric, adult, or a mixture of
both), different laboratory methodologies, stringency of the
immunologic criteria for defining commitment to lymphoid or
myeloid differentiation, and treatment approaches (64,65).
Chief among these appears to be the immunologic criteria for
defining commitment to the lymphoid or myeloid lineage. For
example, definitions vary depending on the immunologic
methods employed: single or multiparameter flow cytometry;
fluorescence microscopy or immunohistochemistry; the num-
ber and type of monoclonal antibodies used; inclusion of
antigens that are not lineage-restricted [e.g., CD4, CD11b,
CD15, CD10, or terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT)];
source and condition of the leukemic samples (e.g., marrow or
blood; fresh, old or cryopreserved cells); and the criteria for
positive or negative antigen expression.

The criteria used at St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital
to define My+ALL, Ly+AML, and “true mixed” or bipheno-
typic leukemia are presented in Table 4. The central feature of
this classification is the identification of antigens that sub-
stantiate lymphoid and myeloid lineage commitment. As
shown in Fig. 1, B-lineage ALL is diagnosed when leukemic
blasts express CD19 plus CD22 and cytoplasmic CD79α or
immunoglobulin, and no cytoplasmic CD3 or myeloperoxi-
dase. The leukemic cells of T-ALL express CD7 plus either
surface or cytoplasmic CD3 but do not coexpress surface
CD19 and CD22 or cytoplasmic CD79α and myeloperoxi-
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dase. AML is diagnosed when leukemic blasts express
myeloperoxidase or in its absence, two or more myeloid-
associated antigens, including CD13, CD15, CD33, or CD65
but not cytoplasmic CD3, immunoglobulin, or simultaneously
CD19, CD22, and cytoplasmic CD79α. A case of My+ ALL
would have the antigenic expression profile defined for B- or
T-lineage ALL plus one or more myeloid-associated antigens,
such as CD13, CD15, CD33, and CD65 but not myeloperoxi-
dase. A case of Ly+ AML will display the antigen profile
described above for AML plus one or more lymphoid-associ-
ated antigens but not cytoplasmic CD3 or coexpression of
surface CD19, CD22, and cytoplasmic CD79α.

Several large studies of childhood My+ ALL show that
myeloid-associated antigen expression does not have indepen-
dent prognostic significance (66–71). Other studies have failed
to consider the impact of genetic abnormalities on clinical
outcome in My+ cases. For example, atypical expression of the
myeloid-associated antigen CD15 is common in B-lineage ALL
with t(4;11), a translocation that confers a poor outcome in
infants and older children independently of immunophenotype
(72). By contrast, patients with B-lineage ALL with
t(12;21)(p12;q21) have a favorable outcome regardless of the
presence or absence of the myeloid-associated antigens CD13
or CD33. The clinical importance of My+ ALL in adults is still
unknown (75–78).

Most studies of pediatric and adult Ly+ AML find no signifi-
cant effect of lymphoid antigen expression on clinical outcome
except for CD7-positive AML (65,69,79–82). Similar to
B-lineage ALL, the aberrant lymphoid antigen expression is
largely associated with certain chromosomal abnormalities. For
example, favorable cases of AML with t(8;21)(q22;q22) and
inv(16)(p13q22) almost always express the lymphoid-associ-
ated antigens CD19 and CD2, respectively whereas CD7 is
associated with MDS-related and secondary AMLs that fre-
quently display abnormalities of chromosome 7 (83–89).

An immunophenotypic diagnosis of true mixed or prefer-
ably biphenotypic leukemia is considered when the leukemic
blasts express MPO plus CD3, MPO plus immunoglobulin, or
MPO plus surface CD19, CD22, and cytoplasmic CD79α
(Table 4). The European Group for the Immunological Charac-
terization of Leukemia (EGIL) proposed a scoring system for
defining biphenotypic leukemias (90) in which points are as-
signed to a lymphoid or myeloid antigen based on its degree of
lineage specificity (Table 5). Biphenotypic leukemia is diag-
nosed when scores exceed 2 for the myeloid lineage plus 2 for

Table 4
SJCRH Criteria for My+ ALL, Ly+ AML, and Biphenotypic Leukemia

Ly+ AMLa B-lineage My+ALLa

1. Leukemic blasts are MPO+b (or ANB+ if AML M5) 1. Leukemic blasts are CD19+ plus CD22+ or cyCD79α+ or cyIg µ+
2. Leukemic blasts are cyCD3– 2. Leukemic blasts are cyCD3–
3. Leukemic blasts are cyIgµ– and do not coexpress CD22 plus cyCD79α– 3. Leukemic blasts are MPO–b

4. Leukemic blasts express ≥1 lymphoid-associated antigens: 4. Leukemic blasts express ≥1 myeloid-associated antigens: CD13,
    CD2, CD5, CD7, CD19, CD22, CD56, cyCD79α     CD14, CD15, CD33, CD36, or CD65

Biphenotypic acute leukemia T-lineage My+ ALLa

Myeloid/B-lineage biphenotypic acute leukemia: 1. Leukemic blasts are CD7+ and cyCD3+
    Leukemic blasts coexpress MPOb and cyIgµ, or MPOb 2. Leukemic blasts are CD22–
       and cyCD79α plus CD22 3. Leukemic blasts are MPO–b

Myeloid/T-lineage biphenotypic acute leukemia: 4. Leukemic blasts express ≥1 myeloid-associated antigens: CD13,
    Leukemic blasts coexpress MPOb plus cyCD3     CD14, CD15, CD33, CD36, CD65, CD79αwk

Mixed B- and T-lineage acute leukemia:
    Leukemic blasts coexpress cyCD3 plus cyIgµ, or cyCD3 and
       cyCD79α plus CD22

Abbreviations: SJCRH, St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital; Ly+ AML, acute myeloid leukemia expressing lymphoid (Ly)-associated antigens;
My+ ALL, acute lymphoid leukemia expressing myeloid (My)-associated antigens; MPO, myeloperoxidase; ANB, α-naphthyl butyrate esterase;
cyCD, cytoplasmic antigen expression; wk, weak.

aAll four criteria must be fulfilled.
bConfirmed by cytochemical, anti-MPO, or ultrastructural study.

Fig. 1. Basic screening panel for immunophenotyping the major
lineages of acute leukemia. The asterisks indicate cytoplasmic
antigen expression. Over 98% of B-lineage acute lymphoblastic leu-
kemia (ALL) cases will coexpress CD19, CD22, and CD79α,
whereas T-lineage ALL and acute myeloid leukemias (AML) may
express CD19 or rarely CD19 plus CD79α, but not CD19 plus CD22
plus CD79α.
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either the B- or T-lineage. The preceding criteria defining
biphenotypic leukemia are probably oversimplified, as evi-
denced by more sophisticated multiparameter flow cytometric
analysis. For example, in our studies of such cases, two or more
populations of leukemic blasts with discordant immunophe-
notype profiles may be present in a patient’s leukemic speci-
men. Sometimes, only a minor number of leukemic blasts may
have a biphenotypic immunotype, with the greater proportion
of blasts demonstrating commitment to a single lineage. The
clinical dilemma created by these observations is obvious.
Thus, whereas pediatric and adult patients with biphenotypic
leukemias appear to have a poor clinical outcome, it will be
important to confirm this finding with standardized
immunophenotyping methods and criteria for defining
biphenotypic leukemia.

6. GENETIC CLASSIFICATION
OF ACUTE LEUKEMIA
Studies of pediatric and adult leukemias have conclusively

demonstrated the significant impact of genetic abnormalities
on clinical response to treatment. Indeed, many specific chro-
mosomal abnormalities have been described that frequently
override the importance of morphologic, immunologic, and
clinical features. Pediatric patients with ALL and underlying
chromosomal hyperdiploidy >50 or t(12;21) have excellent
treatment responses, whereas poorer clinical outcomes are
associated with chromosomal hypodiplody <45, or t(1;19),
t(9;22), or t(4;11) (Table 6). The t(12;22) and chromosomal
hyperdiploidy >50 are uncommon in adults compared with
children with ALL (Figs. 2 and 3) (91,92), whereas t(9;22) is
more common in adults (Fig. 3) (92–94). In pediatric ALL,
more intensive consolidation treatment is given to patients with
poor-risk cytogenetic features. This risk-adapted therapeutic
approach has been very successful and supports the inclusion
of cytogenetics in any classification system for ALL (8,95).

The strikingly different incidences of major cytogenetic
abnormalities in adult vs pediatric ALL (Figs. 2 and 3) are not
reiterated in AML (Fig. 4). Additionally, the clinical outcomes
by cytogenetic group are similar for adult and pediatric patients
with AML. Not surprisingly, characteristic morphologic and
immunologic features are also associated with many of the
nonrandom chromosomal abnormalities in AML (Table 3).
Patients whose AML is defined by t(8;21), t(9;11), t(15;17),
inv(16), or t(16;16) translocations fare significantly better than
those with normal karyotypes, chromosomal 3q translocations
or deletions, t(6;9), or monosomy 7 or 7q deletions. Indeed, the
leukemic cell karyotype is the strongest prognostic factor in
AML. Three cytogenetic risk groups—favorable, intermedi-
ate, and adverse—are widely accepted and currently consid-
ered in planning treatment (96–101). However, different
cooperative groups assign cytogenetic abnormalities to differ-
ent prognostic subgroups (Table 7).

Despite the association of specific chromosomal abnormali-
ties with clinical outcome, and the intriguing insights afforded
by these defects, a clinically useful classification of acute leu-
kemia based solely on cytogenetic studies is not practical for
several reasons. The most obvious of these is that a significant
number of ALL and AML cases do not have a chromosomal
abnormality that defines a leukemic entity or predicts clinical
outcome. In AML, most patients are in the intermediate-risk
group (Table 7). Furthermore, it is highly probable that within
well-defined cytogenetic risk groups, other (unrecognized)
genetic lesions influence clinical outcome. For example,
despite the relatively good response of myeloblastic leukemias
with t(8;21) or inv(16), an unacceptable 40–50% of these
patients are not cured with chemotherapy alone, for reasons
other than the presence of known high-risk features. This
strongly suggests an influence from additional genetic lesions
in these leukemias. One possible cooperating genetic abnor-
mality may be the FLT3 internal tandem duplication (FLT3
ITD). Recent investigations show that FLT3 ITD is the most
common genetic abnormality in AML, one that adds important
prognostic information to all three genetic-risk groups (102–
108). The outcomes for patients with AML are significantly
worse for those with FLT3 IDT, but the significance of FLT3
mutations appears to decline with age (104–108). In one pedi-
atric study, FLT3 mutations were found in only the favorable
and intermediate risk groups (103). Although no study thus far
has sufficient numbers of AML patients with favorable cytoge-
netic features, i.e., t(15;17), t(8;21), or inv(16), to say whether
or not FTL3 mutations are a confounding factor in predicting
clinical outcome, it is possible that this or other genetic abnor-
malities influence treatment response. Thus, the present classi-
fication of three major cytogenetic AML risk groups may be an
oversimplification and will be inadequate as a clinically useful
classification of AML. Predictably, a more fully characterized
genetic profile is required to build a useful genetics-based clas-
sification of acute leukemias (see the later discussion of gene
expression profiling).

7. WHO CLASSIFICATION OF ACUTE LEUKEMIA
Investigations over the last 15 years have demonstrated the

importance of immunologic and cytogenetic studies for classi-

Table 5
EGIL Immunophenotyping Criteria

(Scoring System) for Biphenotypic Acute Leukemias

B-lineage T-lineage Myeloid Pointsa

CD79α cy/s CD3 MPO 2
CyIgµ TCRα/β
cy/sCD22 TCRγ/δ

CD19 CD2 CD13 1
CD10 CD5 CD33
CD20 CD8 CD65s

CD10 CD117

TdT TdT CD14 0.5
CD24 CD7 CD15

CD1a CD64

Abbreviations: EGIL, European Group for the Immunological
Characterization of Leukemia; cy, cytoplasmic; s, surface; TCR, T-cell
receptor; MPO, myeloperoxidase; TdT, terminal deoxynucleotidyl
transferase.

aBiphenotypic acute leukemia is defined by >2 points from the myeloid
group and >2 points from the B-lineage or T-lineage group.

Data from ref. 90.
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Table 6
Cytogenetic Classification of Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL)

Karyotype Genes involved Leukemia subtype Clinical prognosis

Hyperdiploid >50a Early pre-B- or pre-B-ALL Favorable
t(12;21)(p12;q22) TEL, AML1 Early pre-B- or pre-B-ALL Favorable
t(1;19)(q23;p13) PBX1, E2A Pre-B-ALL Good with intensified therapy
t(8;...)(q24;...)b c-MYC,—b Mature B-ALL (ALL-L3) Favorable without central nervous system disease
t(11;19)(q23;p13.3) MLL, ENL Early pre-B- or T-ALL Poor in patients <1 yr; favorable in T-ALL
t(4:11)(q21;q23) AF4, MLL Early pre-B-ALL Poor in patients <1 or >10 yr of age
t(9;22)(q34;q11) ABL, BCR Early pre-B- or pre-B-ALL Poor
Near haploid <30a Early pre-B-ALL Poor

aChromosomes.
bIncludes t(8;14)(q24;q32), t(2;8)(p12;q24), and t48;22)(24;q11) where heavy, κ, and λ immunoglobulin genes are involved on chromosomes 14,

2, and 22, respectively.

Fig. 3. Recurring chromosome abnormalities in adult acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) as detected by classic cytogenetics and fluorescense
in situ hybridization. The pie chart is divided into B- and T-lineage ALL with further subdivision into chromosomal abnormalities. Chromo-
some 7q abnormalities include translocations t(7;11)(q35;p13), t(7;10)(q35;q24), and others involving the TCRβ gene. Chromosome 14q
abnormalities include translocations t(11;14), t(10;14), t(8;14), and others involving the TCRα/TCRδ gene complex. The t(11;19) translocation
involving MLL is the most common T-ALL abnormality of chromosome 11q23. Relative incidences in chromosome abnormalities for adult
T-ALL all not available.

Fig. 2. Recurring chromosomal abnormalities in pediatric acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) as detected by classic cytogenetics and
fluorescense in situ hybridization.
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Table 7
Cytogenetic Classifications of Acute Myeloid Leukemia

Group CALGB (96) MRC (97,98,100) GAMLCG (101) SWOG (99)

Favorable t(15;17) t(15;17) with any abnormality t(15;17) t(15;17) with any abnormality

inv(16)/t(16;16)/del(16) inv(16)/t(16;16)/del(16q) inv(16)/t(16;16) inv(16)/t(16;16)/del(16q)
  with any other abnormality   with any other abnormality

t(8;21) t(8;21) with any other abnormality t(8;21) t(8;21) without del(9q) or
  complex karyotype

Intermediate Normal karyotype Normal karyotype Normal karyotype Normal karyotype

+8, –Y, +6, der(12p) Other abnormalities +8, –Y, +6, der(12p)

11q23 abnormality

del(9q) or del(7q) without
  other abnormality

Complex karyotypes
  (≥3 but <5 abnormalities)

All abnormalities of unknown
  prognostic significance

Unfavorable Other abnormalities –5/del(5q) –7 –5/del(5q). –7/del(7q) –5/del(5q). –7/del(7q)

inv(3q), del(9q), 17p abnormality inv(3), 17p inv(3), 17p abn, 20q, +13,

t(6;9) 12p t(6;9)

t(9;22) t(9;22)

11q23 11q23 abnormality

(8;21) with del(9q) or
  complex karyotype

Complex karyotypes with Complex karyotype Complex karyotypes with
  ≥5 abnormalities  ≥3 abnormalities

Unknown — — — All other clonal karyotypes with
 <3 chromosomal abnormalities

Abbreviations: CALGB, Cancer and Leukemia Group B; MRC, Medical research Council; SWOG, Southwestern Oncology Group; GAMLCG,
German AML Cooperative Group.

Fig. 4. Recurring chromosomal abnormalities in pediatric and adult acute myeloid leukemia (AML) as detected by classic cytogenetics and
fluorescense in situ hybridization.
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fication and treatment of pediatric lymphoblastic malignan-
cies. The value of these studies for the classification of adult
and pediatric acute myeloid malignancies has come to light
more recently. The indispensability of these studies has not
been lost on the framers of the recently introduced WHO Clas-
sification of Tumors of Hematopoietic and Lymphoid Tissue
(6). Whereas the FAB classification attempted and partly
achieved a standardized morphologic classification of hemato-
poietic malignancies, and the MIC classification recognized
the importance of several major nonrandom cytogenetic abnor-
malities, the newer WHO classification purports to go beyond
these classifications by continuously recognizing new clini-
cally relevant molecular genetic lesions. Interestingly, the new-
est WHO classification system continues to rely heavily on
classic morphology for identification of a substantial propor-
tion of AML cases, since understanding of the genetic basis of
leukemogenesis is largely incomplete. Indeed, the morphologic
features of leukemic blasts are but one manifestation of their
underlying genetic abnormalities.

The WHO classification stratifies hematopoietic neoplasias
by major lineage: lymphoid, myeloid, histiocytic/dendritic, and
mast cell. Within each major group, distinct disease entities are
defined by a combination of clinical syndrome and morpho-
logic, immunophenotypic, and genetic features (Table 8) (9). A
cell of origin is suggested for each of the acute leukemias. As
admitted by the authors of the WHO classification, this cell
often represents the stage of differentiation of the malignant
cells rather than the cell in which the initial transforming event
occurs. In some myeloid leukemias, the cell of origin is known
to be a multipotential stem cell, even though most of leukemic
cells may be committed to a particular lineage or a late stage of
myeloid differentiation (e.g., AMLs arising from MDS).

The WHO classification departs from the FAB and MIC
classifications by combining ALL with lymphoblastic lympho-
mas. The authors conclude that laboratory evidence justifies
the concept that B-precursor and T-lineage ALL and B- and
T-lymphoblastic lymphomas, respectively, as well as ALL-L3
and Burkitt’s lymphoma, are different clinical manifestations

Table 8
World Health Organization (WHO) Classification of Acute Leukemia with Corresponding FAB Classification Subtypes

WHO classificationa Corresponding FAB subtypesb

Precursor lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoblastic lymphoma

Precursor B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma L1, L2
Precursor T-lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoblastic lymphoma L1, L2

Burkitt’s lymphoma/leukemia

Endemic Burkitt’s lymphoma/leukemia L3
Sporadic Burkitt’s lymphoma/leukemia L3
Immunodeficiency-associated Burkitt’s lymphoma/leukemia L3

AML with recurrent genetic abnormalities

AML with t(8;21)(q22;q22); AML1-ETO M2>M1>M4>M0
AML wth abnormal marrow eosinophilia and inv(16)(p13q22) or t(16;16)(p13;q22): CBFβ-MYH11 M4Eo>M4>M2>M1
Acute promyelocytic leukemia with t(15;17)(q22;q12); PML-RARα M3>M2>M1
AML with 11q23 abnormalities; MLL rearrangements M5>M4>M2>M1>M0

AML with multilineage dysplasia

Following a myelodysplastic syndrome or myeloproliferative disorder or without antecedent
myelodysplastic syndrome M2>M4>M6

AML and myelodysplastic syndrome, therapy-related

Alkylating agent-related M2>M4>M6
Topoisomerase type II inhibitor-related M5>M4>M2>M1
Other types

AML not otherwise categorized

Acute myeloid leukemia minimally differentiated M0
Acute myeloid leukemia without maturation M1
Acute myeloid leukemia with maturation M2
Acute myelomonocytic leukemia M3
Acute monoblastic leukemia M4
Acute erythroid leukemia M5
Acute megakaryoblastic leukemia M7
Acute basophilic leukemia —
Acute panmyelosis with myelofibrosis M7; ? M1; ? MDS
Myeloid sarcoma —

Abbreviations: FAB, French–American–British;MDS, myelodysplastic syndrome.
aFor details, see ref 6.
bFor details, see refs. 3 and 4.
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of the same neoplasm (9). Surprisingly, this line of reasoning
is not applied to myeloid sarcomas, which are recognized as an
entity related to but separate from other AMLs. Major differ-
ences between the WHO and FAB classifications of acute leu-
kemias and myelodysplastic syndromes include:

• Replacing the morphologic terms of L1 and L2 ALL with
an immunologic classification consisting of precursor-B
and precursor-T lymphoblastic leukemias that are further
subgrouped by cytogenetic abnormalities

• Grouping L3 ALL with Burkitt’s lymphoma
• Lowering the blast count from 30 to 20% for the diagnosis

of AML, with elimination of the myelodysplastic subgroup
of refractory anemia with excess blasts in transformation
(RAEB-IT)

• Revision of the MDS subdivision based on number of
dysplastic lineages, presence of ringed sideroblasts, and
blast percentage

• Recognition of distinct cytogenetic AML subtypes
• New category of AML with multilineage dysplasia with or

without an antecedent MDS
• New category of Therapy-Related AML
• New category of Acute Leukemia of Ambiguous Lineage
• Inclusion of a pure erythroid leukemia (M6b) in the AML

Not Otherwise Categorized subgroup
• Recognition of the rare acute basophilic leukemia also in

the AML Not Otherwise Categorized subgroup.

The authors of the WHO classification invested considerable
time in its development, cautiously incorporating current bio-
logic insights and discarding irrelevant or outdated information.
Although the proposed WHO classification is an improvement
over previous classifications, critical questions remain as to its
laboratory application and clinical usefulness. Potential prob-
lems revolve around the standardization of morphologic crite-
ria. Lowering the blast count from 30 to 20% for the diagnosis
of AML will not solve the dilemma of distinguishing de novo
AML from MDS or the difficulty that morphologists often
experience in differentiating leukemic blasts from slightly more
mature cells (e.g., myeloblasts from early promyelocytes).
Elaborate previous proposals for distinguishing among type I,
II, and even III blasts have not been useful (7). Thus, the prob-
lem that existed with the FAB requirement of 30% blasts for
defining AML will persist. A similar problem exists in defining
the morphologic criteria for dysplasia. Not infrequently, dys-
plastic changes may be subtle or present in only a small percent-
age of cells, undoubtedly leading to problems in differentiating
AML with Multilineage Dysplasia from AML Not Otherwise
Categorized. The WHO classification attempts to clarify the
difference between these two categories by requiring that the
latter show dysplasia in at least 50% of cells. However, a case
with <50% dysplastic cells, 40% for example, will be excluded
from the AML with Dysplasia Category. Supporting data for
such separation do not exist. If multilineage dysplasia in AML
is truly a unique feature, why artificially separate AML with less
or more than 50% dysplastic cells? Furthermore, it should be
remembered that investigators disagree over the clinical signifi-
cance of AML presenting with multilineage dysplasia.

Another problem facing investigators who plan to use the
WHO classification will be the standardization of immuno-

logic and genetic testing and the criteria for interpreting these
tests. How will new discoveries of genetic abnormalities be
incorporated into the WHO classification in a timely fashion?
At this writing there is already evidence that point mutations
(e.g., PT53, FLT3, and P16), predict a poorer therapeutic
response. Quite likely, some cooperative groups but not others
will base their treatment programs on such discoveries, making
intergroup comparisons difficult. Finally, the WHO classifica-
tion was not subjected to clinical testing before being intro-
duced to the international community of hematologists and
oncologists. Hence, its reproducibility and the methods best
suited to acquiring informative results will not be clear for
several more years. Even with these caveats, the WHO classi-
fication of acute leukemias should improve comparisons among
different study groups.

8. GENE EXPRESSION PROFILING IN
THE CLASSIFICATION OF ACUTE LEUKEMIA
The phenotypic and cytogenetic diversity of acute leukemia

is accompanied by a corresponding diversity in gene expression
patterns. Gene expression profiling using cDNA microarrays
permits simultaneous analysis of multiple gene markers and has
been used successfully to categorize a variety of malignancies
(109–115). Advances in bioinformatics are not only making it
possible to categorize leukemias into recognizable morphologic
and cytogenetic subtypes but also show strong promise of being
able to recognize additional types that may aid in predicting
disease course (110,116). The ability of gene profiling to identify
currently recognized subtypes of leukemia is not unexpected,
since gene expressions dictate morphologic, immunophenotype,
and other leukemic cell manifestations of ALL and AML. Ulti-
mately, this approach to leukemia classification may allow dis-
ease aggressiveness and treatment responsiveness to be reliably
predicted for individual cases.

The first report of gene profiling by DNA microarray analy-
sis, specifically applied to human leukemia, demonstrates the
ability of this technology to distinguish AML accurately from
ALL, as well as B- from T-lineage ALL (110). In this study,
investigators were able to identify 50 genes that would serve as
a class predictor of AML or ALL in the vast majority of cases,
with 100% accuracy. In a more recent study of a large number
of ALL samples, investigators accurately distinguished B-lin-
eage from T-lineage ALL, while identifying several important
prognostic cytogenetic subgroups of B-lineage ALL—hyper-
diploid >50, t(12;21), t(1;19), and MLL rearranged—with 95–
100% accuracy (116). A novel group of B-lineage ALL cases
with a unique gene profile were also identified. Surprisingly,
initial analysis of the study data strongly suggested that gene
profiling is capable of predicting those patients with ALL who
will fail contemporary multiagent chemotherapy. Gene profil-
ing also appears to be a promising technique for predicting
resistance to the tryosine kinase-inhibiting agent ST1571. In a
study of ALL with t(9;22) translocations, the gene expression
profiles discriminated all patients who were sensitive to ST1571
from those resistant to this kinase inhibitor (117). In another
study of pediatric T-ALL patients, gene expression signatures
delineated novel molecular pathways that may drive the malig-
nant transformation of developing T cells (118). Using oligo-
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nucleotide microarrays, these investigators identified several
gene expression signatures indicative of leukemic cell arrest
that corresponded to specific stages of normal thymocyte de-
velopment: LYL1+, HOX11+, and TAL1+ signatures, corre-
sponding to pro-T, early cortical, and late cortical thymocyte
stages, respectively. Activation of HOX11L2 was further iden-
tified as a novel event in T-ALL leukemogenesis. HOX11 ex-
pression was associated with a favorable prognosis, whereas
activation of TAL1, LYL1, and HOX11L2 was found to predict
a poorer treatment outcome.

In yet another study, gene expression profiles showed that
ALL cases possessing a rearranged MLL gene have a highly
uniform and distinct gene expression pattern that distinguishes
them from conventional ALL or AML (119). The leukemias with
rearranged MLL genes expressed some lymphoid- and myeloid-
specific genes, but at lower levels than other cases of ALL and
AML. These leukemias also expressed genes characteristic of
progenitor cells. The investigators contend that their observa-
tions support the derivation of MLL+ leukemia from a very early
B-cell progenitor that has the potential to differentiate in either
the lymphoid or myeloid/monocytic pathway. This study also
supports a model of leukemogenesis in which a specific chromo-
somal translocation results in a distinct type of leukemia, rather
than a model in which all cells bearing translocations converge
on a common pathway of leukemogenesis.

Gene-expression profiling will no doubt lead to other
remarkable discoveries in acute leukemia. For example, this
molecular genetic strategy will make it possible to examine the
full spectrum of deletions and additions of genetic loci, muta-
tions, and rearrangements in tyrosine kinases, hematopoietic
transcription factors, and even single nucleotide polymor-
phisms—all of which can influence response to treatment.
Thus, with gene profiling, one can produce a fingerprint for
each leukemia patient that will direct optimal therapy and pre-
dict clinical outcome. Leukemia gene-expression fingerprints
may in fact replace classifications of acute leukemia as we now
know them. The present limitations of microarray technology
include its cost and availability. Most reports of gene profiling
in acute leukemia are retrospective, with unblinded analyses,
and focus on samples with a high percentage of leukemic blasts.
Whether the spectacular results of these initial reports can be
reproduced prospectively and performed on the entire spec-
trum of leukemic samples, including those with low blast cell
percentages, remains to be seen.

9. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A classification of acute leukemia should be reproducible,

should impart an understanding of leukemogenesis and clini-
cal behavior, and should be clinically relevant. Each of the
classifications presented above fails to satisfy all three of these
requirements fully. The WHO classification is a theoretical
improvement over all the others, but its reproducibility and
clinical relevance have not been tested. It is not even clear that
any single classification would satisfy all users. The WHO
classification attempts to categorize acute leukemias by com-
bining clinical and biologic features. As a result, its biologic
criteria are oversimplified and may not be relevant as new
therapies are developed. It may be more useful to devise sepa-

rate clinical and biologic classifications. For example, the
laboratory investigator would be most interested in a detailed
biologic classification, whereas the physician would favor a
more clinically relevant categorization. Indeed, with some
recent exceptions, acute leukemia treatments are not so re-
fined as to require a classification that would accommodate
every conceivable subtype of ALL or AML.

Presently, the WHO classification offers the best system for
comparing clinical trials. However, to be more relevant, it must
be modified to include additional chromosomal or molecular
genetic abnormalities that are clinically relevant [e.g., t(11;17)
and t(8;16) in AML]. The Multilineage Dysplasia category of
AML will be difficult to reproduce among different investiga-
tors and needs further refinement. The AML Not Otherwise
Categorized subgroup is a waste bin of different leukemias and
will no doubt vary in size and complexity depending on the skill
of the morphologist and the availability of sophisticated mo-
lecular assays.

It may well be that the explosion of new information coming
from gene expression profiling studies will render the WHO
classification obsolete before it can be fully tested in clinical
trials. This new technology will undoubtedly provide a more
exact model of leukemogenesis, which in turn may suggest new
modes of treatment requiring revised classifications of the lym-
phoid and myeloid leukemias. We can look forward to the day
when each patient’s leukemia will be classified by its gene
expression profile. Treatment will be based not only on this
profile, but also on the patient’s intrinsic genetic profile, which
largely determines how he or she will respond to therapy.
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